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WESTERN DIGITAL’S BEST PRACTICES TOWARDS PROVIDING CONSISTENT
GLOBAL CUSTOMER SUPPORT
Urvashi Sheth, Vice President, Global Customer Care

Western Digital is one of the largest computer data storage and hard disk drive manufacturers
in the world. They manage more than 1,000 diﬀerent SKUs and annually sell over 500 million
products globally. The biggest challenge was not only providing great customer service but
also consistent and cost-eﬀective customer service in 16 languages.
This scale and eﬀectiveness can only be achieved by innovations in their strategy, support
interaction channels, technology and culture to stay ahead of the game. Their customer service
motto is that they want serve their customers the way they want to be serviced and not how
Western Digital wants to service them. As a result of their eﬀorts, they get approximately
300,000 hits in a day in 16 languages on their website and won Oracle’s modern customer
experience award.
In this session, Urvashi Sheth, Vice President, Global Customer Care with Western Digital will
share her:
Insights on strategy and approach towards servicing Western Digital’s global
customers
Best practices to cultural-appropriate and consistent customer experience using
various channels of interaction in 16 languages globally

SPEAKER BIO
Urvashi Sheth

Vice President, Global Customer Care with Western Digital

Urvashi Sheth is a leader in Global Customer Care with over 20+ years of experience building
and directing multi-tiered, multi-channel customer service and support operations for startups
to Fortune 500 companies. Urvashi is currently the Vice President of Global Customer Care for
Western Digital managing worldwide support and warranty operations. She has been
instrumental in transforming its customer support operations to a world-class team that
provides not just basic customer service, but also technical support, high-traﬃc online
support, return merchandise authorization, and WD’s in-house e-commerce portal. Her
passion is developing innovative, cost-eﬀective, culturally appropriate, customer friendly
solutions that not just improve the bottom line, but also enhance the customer experience for
a rapidly growing global customer base and as a result has won her many accolades and
awards.

With the objective of curating a dynamic customer experience ecosystem,
The TP Talks webinar series is focused on inspiring ideas on how companies
can adapt to become truly customer-centric. You will learn from best
practices, big trends, innovations and real-world success stories for
managing ever-changing customer expectations.
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